1. Introduction

Ecological disturbances influence how ecosystems function and evolve over time by creating
changes in local conditions that potentially lead to larger-scale impacts. Disturbances such as
wildfires, flooding, and windstorms can occur quickly, causing abrupt shifts in ecosystem
processes that endure for several years (Thom et al., 2013). Slower-moving disturbances, such as
outbreaks of insects that kill or weaken host organisms, can occur over longer periods and exert
more gradual ecosystem impacts that influence ecological processes for decades (Raffa et al.,
2008). Regardless of how they operate, the frequency of natural disturbance events has been
increasing around the world in recent decades as a consequence of climate change and
anthropogenic alterations to both terrestrial and aquatic environments (Flannigan et al., 2000,
Johnstone et al., 2016, Seidl et al., 2017). The rise in global temperatures, coupled with loss of
biodiversity due to natural resource extraction and land use change, have heightened the impacts
that disturbances exert on a number of ecological processes, sometimes causing ecosystems to
transition into novel and often undesirable states (Parks et al., 2016). The continued sprawl of
urban areas into natural environments has also amplified the number of people at risk to natural
disturbances (Liu et al., 2015). As a result, environmental policies, particularly those aimed at
minimizing disturbance impacts through mitigation or adaptation strategies, are being critiqued
for their inability to ensure both long-term sustainability of natural resource use as well as address
the risk of disturbances to human populations (Keskitalo et al., 2016, Six et al., 2014).
Researchers conducting environmental policy analysis can critically examine both
discursive and substantive elements of disturbance-related policies as they seek to understand the
degree to which these are informed by various scientific and political perspectives. Recent
scholarship in environmental policy analysis suggests that ecological disturbances may be
particularly fertile ground for opposition over what is termed “problem definition” (Fifer and Orr,
2013)--including the scope and urgency of the issue, causal factors, and culpability (including
human actors, policies, or practices)--and the policy responses that logically flow from particular
problem definitions (Abrams et al., 2018, Keskitalo et al., 2016, Morehouse and Sonnett, 2010,
Prentice et al., 2018). Government agencies, non-government organizations, commercial interests,
and other entities are likely to have strong motivations to attempt to shape public understandings
and perceptions in the wake of large disturbance events (Boin et al. 2009, Keskitalo et al., 2016).

Of the various approaches to environmental policy analysis that currently exist, content
analysis has emerged as a foundational approach, focusing attention on the discursive construction
of popular understandings of complex ecological issues (Arts, 2012, de Jong et al., 2012, 2017,
Kleinschmit et al., 2009, Leipold, 2014). To date, the majority of such analyses have taken a
qualitative, deeply contextual approach facilitated by expert knowledge of key narratives as well
as the deployment of and relationship between terms that are used in the construction of policy
discourse. While such knowledge is necessary for focusing analysis on specific policy
components, it is not without the risk of biasing the types and quantity of terms used in the
analytical procedure. For instance, terms used in assessment often require prior knowledge of what
those terms are and what topics are most relevant in policy-focused documents. Effectively, this
could narrow the focus towards specific terms known to analysts rather than determining relevant
terms based on document content. Furthermore, current methods typically involve a hybrid of
manual and basic computational processes to scan documents in search of terms. Such approaches
could be limited in the breadth or number of documents searched as well as in the depth of analysis
undertaken by teams for long documents, potentially limiting their effect for policy analysis.
To address these issues, this paper demonstrates the use of a semi-automated content
analysis approach for investigating policies directed towards ecological disturbance. The goal is
to demonstrate how our applied method has wider utility for analyzing policy text in relation to
important environmental disturbances through the discovery of relevant terms and topics. We do
so by treating policy-related documents as data with important ecological content concerning the
framing of ecosystem dynamics in the context of ecological disturbances. We apply a
methodology that conducts a quantitative analysis of texts contained in a large number of
documents. Specifically, the methods presented here deploy latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and
hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) topic models (Boyd-Graber et al., 2017) along with
coherence modeling (Röder et al., 2015) in order to quantitatively analyze large volumes of text
and to provide various metrics of association, proximity, and abundance of key terms in the
documents. Topic models help determine relevant terms and topics covered by documents
analyzed. Both LDA and HDP are commonly applied topic models that provide insight into
corpora discussion (Yau et al., 2014). Once topic models are used to determine relevant topics and
terms, a focused term frequency–inverse document frequency analysis (Salton & Buckley, 1988)
on documents allows us to investigate the context in which terms appear over time and the

different document types in which they appear. The overall methods integrate machine learning,
quantitative, and semi-automated approaches in order to evaluate environmental policy over time.
Applied content analysis in this paper is used on documents pertaining to mountain pine
beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins, hereafter MPB), a bark beetle native to the pine
forests of western North America. The most recent outbreak of MPB in North America represents
one of the largest ecological disturbance events to forests on record, as it has led to the mortality
of tens of millions of trees in Canada and the US (Rosenberger et al., 2018). MPB outbreaks have
been recorded in previous decades throughout this area, but the most recent outbreak, which
started in the mid-1990s and peaked in the early to mid-2000s, was unprecedented in both the
level of tree mortality and in its spatial extent. Government agencies at varying levels have
developed a range of policies in an attempt to mitigate MPB-induced impacts by, among other
things, supporting regional response coalitions and expediting tree harvesting (Abrams et al.,
2017; Davis and Reed, 2013). This paper attempts to understand how various government
agencies in the US have framed and communicated issues related to MPB outbreaks. In the course
of demonstrating the applied methods, we examine texts where MPB outbreaks have affected
(explicit or implicit) policy discussion in government records. This complements other analyses
of more limited scope that have examined the content and policy narratives associated with bark
beetle-related legislation specifically (Abrams, 2018; Six et al., 2014).

2. Background

2.1 Content Analysis

We define content analysis as an approach focused on inferences and interpretation of
communication data using manual or computational methods (Krippendorff, 2013). Machine
learning techniques have significantly influenced how approaches have addressed content analysis
(Chau and Chen, 2008). Machine learning can be defined as the application of artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques where computers can use what is learned in models or methods of
inference, often through numerous iterations of sample data, in performing a given task (Michalski
et al., 1983). Techniques in machine learning have enabled the discovery of relevant content

patterns that includes the classification of texts either through categories created by users or
categories that are determined from a corpus of texts (Gong and Wu, 2008). Techniques related
to classification have tended to incorporate supervised and unsupervised methods, where
supervised techniques require input from researchers and unsupervised techniques use minimal or
no input for determining how texts can be classified. Topic modeling has emerged as a study area
within machine learning that incorporates techniques where the goal is to determine what topics
are being considered and how topics relate to one another in a corpus. Topics are defined as the
focal semantic subjects that are relevant in documents and are often associated with multiple terms
(Boyd-Graber et al., 2017).

2.2 Natural Language Processing in Ecology

The application of natural language processing (NLP), which uses computation to understand
natural language patterns and understanding within text, is frequently applied to content analysis.
Techniques using NLP for environmental policy analysis have been steadily growing. Use of NLP
by researchers has focused on, among other topics, how discourse is shaped around areas of
ecological change, such as in natural resources, pollution, and climate change (Pascoe et al., 2016;
Antrop, 2001). This has included evaluating public perceptions from sources such as newspapers
(Altaweel and Bone, 2012) or social media (Veltri and Atanasova, 2017), using approaches that
include thematic analysis and term relationships over time. In the area of management of
resources, named entity recognition, which classifies and finds items or entities of potential
interest in unstructured text, has been another method applied that helps to discover, that is find
without user input, relevant actor relationships in discourse (Murphy et al., 2014). Here, actor
relationships include people involved in discussion or making decisions relevant to environmental
policy. Other research has focused on sentiment analysis that investigates perceptions or opinions
of those who experience a natural setting (e.g., Becken et al., 2017). To date, topic modeling has
not been extensively used in environment policy areas. Recently, Cheng et al. (2018) applied a
topic modeling approach to assess the intersection between the ecology, environment, and poverty
in order to improve understanding of sustainable development. The work demonstrates the
potential for topic modeling applications in the area of policy.

One advantage topic models provide is the possibility to discover relevant terms, where a
limitation has been the lack of methods that determine, without a priori knowledge, relevant terms
in studying environmental policy. Methods have generally used subject matter experts, where
analyses might be limited by the capacity of the efforts and scope of coverage within corpora.
However, in addition to assessment of content topics, there is also a need to understand how given
topics or terms related to topics change over time. For instance, this was done in relation to land
use issues, where terms related to land use change demonstrated activities affecting given regions
(Altaweel et al., 2010). Combining techniques that discover relevant topics and terms, such as
topic modeling, and assessments that track the relevance of terms for given topics over time can
potentially allow analysts to better comprehend the relevance and change of given topics (Jelodar
et al., 2018; O’Callaghan et al., 2015), including in the context of disturbance events.

3. Methods

3.1 Data

Before discussing the method deployed, a brief summary of the data is given. Data for this study
consisted of official, publicly available US government documents, which are a particularly rich
source for analyzing the discursive elements surrounding the management of forests and
associated disturbances (Bone et al., 2016; Rayner et al., 2013). We used a multi-pronged
approach to investigate relevant material, finding resources using academic search engines with a
targeted review of specific databases (Table 1). Searches were conducted in early 2017 and
included documents going back to the earliest records in each database. In all cases, search terms
used were mountain pine beetle or Dendroctonus ponderosae. For each document retrieved, we
recorded the document title, HTML or PDF web address, source name, publication date, material
type (congressional document, federal agency document, White House document, Government
Accountability Office (GAO) document, or legal news), broad government level, specific
government level, and any relevant committee or subcommittee of the entity that produced the
document. Following the retrieval and storage of relevant documents from the web, duplicates
retrieved were checked for and removed.

Table 1.
Insert Table 1 here

Because the federal government owns the majority of land on which MPB occurs in the
US, the US Congress, as well as federal agencies such as the US Forest Service (USFS), have a
special interest and responsibility in anticipating and responding to MPB-related impacts. As the
seat of executive power, the White House (i.e., Office of the President of the United States) is
often an important source for public documents meant to frame public policy issues in ways
favorable to the administration in place at the time (Vaughn and Cortner, 2005). Executive-level
documents tend to be nontechnical documents crafted for broad public audiences, often justifying
a particular course of action within the executive agencies or making the case for a preferred
regulatory or legislative change (Vaughn and Cortner, 2005). Land management agencies
themselves, such as the USFS, are also sources of information intended for both general public
and more interested public (e.g., forest industry, conservation NGOs, recreationists) audiences;
some of this information may include more technical forest management detail. Because the USFS
is a federal government agency with leadership appointed by the President, its policy documents
will often frame forest management issues using narratives that support the administration’s
agenda (Bone et al., 2016; McCarthy, 2005).
By contrast, congressional documents are likely to reflect more heterogeneous
perspectives. This is because, as a deliberative body with representation of diverse states and
districts, Congress contains a diverse assortment of interests regarding forest and public land
issues. Congressional hearings, which often relate to legislation under consideration, oversight of
federal agencies, or attention to issues identified as problems, normally include testimony from
key witnesses that may likewise reflect a diversity of opinions and perspectives. Finally, the
Government Accountability Office (GAO, formerly General Accounting Office), an independent,
nonpartisan federal research entity, produces documents in response to official requests that
represent syntheses of policy-relevant information on particular topics. Our content analysis
includes all of the aforementioned categories of federal policy documents, along with legal
documents that may reflect a wider range of voices engaging in legal and policy debates over
issues related to forest management in response to MPB outbreaks.
Figure 1 shows the entire corpus analyzed over different time intervals; overall, there were
1416 documents in the final database. While in more recent years there are more documents (a),

the total number of words (b) peaked between 1975-1979 and pre-1960 words also indicate much
longer documents.

Insert Figure 1 here

Figure 1. Total documents analyzed (a) and their overall number of words (b) for different time
intervals.

3.2 Content Analysis Approach
The content analysis (Krippendorff, 2013) used here focuses on understanding how federal
government entities have represented MPB issues. Several sets of analyses were conducted. The
first applies topic modeling, which searches for collections of word associations that form topics
within a text corpus (Blei, 2012). Topic modeling enables groupings of terms where each set of
terms (e.g., law, land, area, forest) formulates a given topic (e.g., forest policy) evident in an
analyzed set of documents. Documents can have multiple topics, where the analysis demonstrates
the strength of given term associations for a given topic (Alghamdi & Alfalqi, 2015). Topic models
effectively help classify texts based on what topics are discussed, often using machine learning
techniques such as the methods applied in the approach discussed below.

3.2.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Topic modeling can be used to determine terms that have strong co-association and occurrence
within topics. Effectively this means that groups of terms and their associations often help
demonstrate what topics of discourse are of focus in texts. One type of topic model, deployed here,
is LDA (Blei, 2012; Blei et al., 2010). LDA is an unsupervised machine learning technique that
deploys a parametric approach that investigates groupings of terms and looks at the strength of
associations between terms using generative probability. What LDA does is assume that
documents consist of topics (e.g., insect management in ecology) with which terms are associated.
Generally, words have a higher probability in belonging to a given topic when they co-occur
frequently, where this pattern can be learned from texts used to train the algorithm. The clusters

of terms and applying statistical association of words analyzed allows a determination that a given
grouping of words addresses a given topic. For instance, the topic tree mortality could be more
frequently associated with mountain pine beetle or fire; the fact that these terms appear together
frequently shows that the topic tree mortality could be associated with MPB and fire. There can
be multiple topics and the analysis determines how many topics are potentially evident; the subject
expert may have to use their expertise in giving these topics a name such as tree mortality, as the
topic determined from the analysis is generally abstract. When applying LDA, the analysis also
requires a defined number of topics to search for. The number of topics can be changed in the
analysis, allowing the strength of word associations to vary. This could suggest that a given
number of topics might be weak or not accurately represent likely topics in the corpus. The
process, therefore, is often done iteratively to find a more suitable number of topics.
In addition to the description of LDA above, we provide notation of the steps involved.
First, the key variables in the applied model are:

α: scaling parameter of the Dirichlet prior document topic distributions,
d: document in corpus D
β: parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the word distribution for a topic,
θm: topic distribution for a document m,
φk: the word distribution for topic k,
zmn:: topic of the n-th word in document m,
wmn: a word in document d

The key input variable is w, while the others are latent variables, where a Dirichlet prior is used
to model word distributions used to create the topic model. The generative process can be
summarized as:
∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐷:
𝜃𝑚 ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟 (𝛼 )
𝜑𝑘 ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝛽)
𝑧𝑚𝑛 ∼ 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖 (𝜃𝑑 )
𝑤𝑚𝑛 ∼ 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖(𝜑𝑧𝑑 )

(1)

where Dir() draws from a uniform Dirichlet distribution and multi is a multinomial. This can be
summarized in Figure 2, where the steps in the LDA are applied in the order given and on an
example text. Both θ and φ represent matrices in the decomposed document representing the topic
and word distributions respectively. The Dirichlet distribution is needed as a prior distribution for
multiple terms and topics in a given document. Selection of the topic is then made from the
multinomial distribution with a word drawn from the overall word distribution. The end result is
an association of terms that relate to a given topic number. That topic number could be named by
experts upon seeing that the word associations (e.g., timber, management, safeguard) appear
related to, for instance, a forest management topic. What is powerful about this approach is that it
determines word associations and frequencies in relation to topics without any prior input for
terms to search. In other words, it generates the relevance of words in given topics and informs
which words are associated in relation to a topic. It is also possible to visualize the topic model
scores using a relevance rating for terms to topics. This allows one to visualize how close topics
are to each other, that is similarity, and determine terms that relate to topics, where the intertopic
distance is calculated using multidimensional scaling as discussed in Sievert and Shirley (2014).
This effectively allows one to see how related topics are to each other and the terms in which
relate to given topics.
Insert Figure 2 here

Figure 2. Plate notation of the latent Dirichlet allocation process applied to an example text. The
letters M, N, and K represent the number of documents, words, and topics respectively.
3.2.2 Coherence Modeling
The output of LDA provides term associations and strengths of these associations in determining
a given topic. One problem with a topic model such as LDA is that a priori it is difficult to
determine the number of topics to assess. For instance, one can estimate that there might be 100
topics, but potentially only a smaller number has any clear meaning or strong association between
words. Coherence modeling can be applied to evaluate different topic models and determine topic
strengths, which estimates an approximate number of likely topics. Coherence models can
evaluate outputs from LDA, looking at scores within term associations, and produce an output

that indicates if the number of topics is stronger or weaker. Effectively, a coherence model helps
to determine the optimal number of topics for the given corpus based on how well topics score
(Srinivasa-Desikan, 2018).
Here we applied the approach by Röder et al. (2015), which is employed within Gensim
(see below). The coherence model was used to determine the number of topics in the overall
corpus and sub-analyses for different types of documents and years analyzed. The work pipeline
in this approach includes first segmenting words from a corpus (t), that is, all words were placed
in word pairs (S). Based on these segmented words, then a probability (P) was determined for
given words based on a reference corpus, which can be text from the main analyzed corpus or
other documents used to train the analysis. Then a confirmation measure (φ) was used to calculate
the agreement between probabilities and word pairings. This effectively tried to determine the
strength or agreement for word pairings. Finally, all the subsets for the given word pairings were
aggregated to give a single coherence score (c). The workflow is summarized in Figure 3.
Insert Figure 3 here

Figure 3. Workflow for the coherence modeling.
3.2.3 Hierarchical Dirchlet Process and Topic Model
A second machine learning topic model, HDP, was applied as a way to search for alternative term
and topic distributions. Overlap between the methods provided greater confidence in the results,
while allowing us to determine if other possible term groupings were evident. In this case, HDP
is a nonparametric, unsupervised Bayesian process, which is an application of a randomized
Dirchlet process; this means it uses prior knowledge of probability distributions for clustered
groups of data comprised of terms and topics. The distributions were then used to create term and
topic associations similar to LDA (Teh et al., 2006). The main difference with LDA is that the
number of topics is not required as an input, where the output could be used to determine a
likelihood for the number of topics. However, as both LDA and HDP apply probability sampling,
one approach was to integrate them together to strengthen overall confidence in terms captured
for given topics.

First, we summarize the main process for HDP. The method uses the general application:
𝐺0 ∨ 𝛼, 𝐻 ∼ 𝐷𝑃(𝛼, 𝐻 )

(2)

where a Dirichlet process (DP) applies α, a concentration parameter, on the base distribution (G0)
that varies around H, a base probability measure that provides the prior distribution. To determine
the the jth grouping of terms, the Dirichlet process applied the following distribution:
𝐺𝑗 ∨ 𝛼0, 𝐺0 ∼ 𝐷𝑃(𝛼0, 𝐺0 )

(3)

where the Gj distribution for groupings is determined by a Dirichlet process where it is governed
by α0, a concentration parameter. This then enables a hierarchical Dirichlet process to be created
that can use a prior distribution on the actors for given grouped data based on the following:
𝜃𝑗𝑖 ∨ 𝐺𝑗 ∼ 𝐺𝑗
𝑥𝑗𝑖 ∨ 𝜃𝑗𝑖 ∼ 𝐹 (𝜃𝑗𝑖 )

(4)

where θji are parameters that are determined from the Gj prior distribution; each individual
observation or term (xji) is given through a distribution F with an associated parameter (θji). This
provides a hierarchy model of associated topics and terms. Topics are inferred, resulting in the
total topic numbers being determined as part of the results. Figure 4 summarizes HDP for each
data item. One potential approach is to combine LDA and HDP, as both are probabilistic models
where each model alone may not fully capture potential term associations. In this case, where
topics are determined, terms associated with topics could be combined from the two outputs so
that the overall terms present broader coverage for a given topic. Overlap between terms
demonstrates that the topic is the same or similar, while additional terms help to show other
potential terms relevant for the topic.

Insert Figure 4 here

Figure 4. The workflow for the hierarchical Dirichlet process applied.

3.2.4 Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency
Topic models help determine what topics are relevant in discussion. However, this assessment is
done for the entire corpus analyzed. By themselves or without modification, topic models do not
look at changing term usage over time or in segments within a given corpus. For instance, outputs
may show the topic of tree mortality is relevant, but terms for that topic may not be consistently
used or discussed in relation to that topic. This could reflect changes in semantics or even change
in the relevance of the topic over time.
Based on this, and in addition to topic modeling, term frequency–inverse document
frequency (tf-idf; Salton & Buckley, 1988) analysis was used to determine relevance of terms as
they changed over time. Although tf-idf is now a relatively old method, it is still powerful as its
basic approach shows the relevance of terms in documents and can be used to analyze this
relevance in different parts of the corpus (e.g., see Walter et al., 2017). The method can also be
used along with topic modeling, where terms discovered utilizing this approach could then be
searched for their change. Effectively, topic modeling allows us to discover terms associated with
topics; tf-idf could then be used to monitor the terms’ relevance across the temporal range of the
corpus. Topic modeling is useful for indicating important topics and associated terms, but tf-idf
allows us to more directly focus on the terms themselves, which may intersect multiple topics. For
instance, the relevance of fire could be determined by a topic model, but tf-idf tracks how it is
used over time, helping to find when the term is more frequently used. The basic notation for tfidf is as follows:
𝑆𝑡𝑑 = 𝑇𝐹𝑡𝑑 ∗ 𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑡

(5)

where S is defined as the tf-idf score of a term (t) within document (d); TF is the term’s frequency
(3); IDF is the inverse document frequency (4). TF is determined by:
𝑛

𝑇𝐹𝑡𝑑 = ∑ 𝑤𝑡

𝑖

(6)

where the number of instances (n) for a term (t) is determined. Leading to the final part of the
calculation, that is IDF:

𝑁

𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1+|(𝑑:𝑡∈𝑑 )|)

(7)

where N is the total documents assessed and the denominator represents the number of documents
(d) that have t.
3.3 Content Analysis Steps
The first step undertaken was to investigate the entire corpus of documents (PDFs) that were
downloaded and relevant to MPB. This entailed topic modeling using LDA, where the optimal
number of topics was determined by using the coherence model and looking at the topics covered.
A loess regression was applied to show the general trends in results where the number of topic
models and their coherence scores vary from one input topic number to the other.
After this step, we decided to focus more specifically in parts of text that mentioned MPB
using the terms mountain pine beetle(s) or the scientific name Dendroctonus ponderosae. In this
case, each sentence that included such terms in a document, including the sentence before and
sentence after, were kept for the analysis. This resulted in a different set of topic model outputs to
which we also applied coherence models to determine the best number of topics to analyze.
Similar to before, LDA was applied along with a coherence model for determining the number of
topics. Additionally, HDP was used to determine relevant topics and terms, where results could
be combined with LDA. The intent with this step was to determine if a more focused search would
yield more relevant topics in relation to MPB.
In the next step, texts were divided in the following time increments: 1960<, 1960-1964,
1965-1969, 1970-1974, 1975-1979, 1980-1984, 1985-1989, 1990-1994, 1995-1999, 2000-2004,
2005-2009, 2010-2014, and 2015<=. This is done because not every year has the same number of
documents; aggregating in some way helped to look at term trends while discounting year-to-year
document number variations. A tf-idf analysis was then applied to determine how terms from the
LDA/HDP topic model outputs differed over time. Furthermore, texts were broken down into
categories based on different government branches and subdivisions based on the types of
government texts discussed earlier.
3.4 Applied Tools

Tools used for this analysis included the Gensim and NLTK (Rehurek and Sojka, 2010) libraries
executed in Python (2.7+). The Gensim toolkit contains LDA, HDP, and coherence modeling used
here; NLTK was applied to prepare documents and remove stop words. Gensim was also used to
lemmatize analyzed words; this means grouping together different variant forms for words and
using them all in the analysis rather than the single term. Words were parsed using NLTK builtin method that breaks up sentences; Gensim is used to group variants of terms (e.g.,
disease=disease, diseases, diseased). Another key package used is the LDAvis package (Sievert
and Shirley, 2014), which was used for visualization of topic models. The applied code and most
of the data are provided in GitHub (2019) and as a data link in this paper (see Dataset). This also
provides the metadata that discusses the texts analyzed, which could be downloaded. Some of the
analyzed PDFs are provided, but the entire corpus is too large to include.

4. Results

4.1 Topic Modeling of All Documents
The first step was to assess the entire corpus to see what topics were focused on and terms that
appear to relate to key topics. Figure 5a depicts the coherence modeling in determining the number
of topics covered with a loess regression on the results. Overall, this shows wide disparity based
on the number of topics tested; however, it generally shows that the coherence score increases as
the number of topics increases, suggesting it is more likely that around 140 topics were covered.
The highest score was at 27 topics (score=0.37), but overall trends suggest a greater number of
topics were more likely based on the fact that greater topic numbers produced higher scores.
Figure 6 shows LDA intertopic distances or similarities for 70 topics. Terms such as forest,
service, state, land, area, act, and fund were the most common terms overall. This reflects a large
focus on areas, such as forests, but also legislation, including their funding. The overall
distribution of the distances between topics, and high number of topics, showed a wide variety of
coverage and divergences in term composition among topics.
The topic results demonstrate that there were likely to be many topics covered by the
documents analyzed. While we could utilize these results, they also inform that one could capture
many topics well outside of MPB given the results. Similar to other approaches (Polatkan &
Nieselt, 2013), we have focused our search to literature most likely related to our interest area to

see what topics were more likely related to MPB. Limiting the focus on the more likely relevant
areas potentially narrows the topic coverage, providing a greater focus in relation to MPB. This
was accomplished through a keyword approach that finds parts of text that are more likely to be
relevant. This provides more descriptive and relevant parts of texts which could then be further
analyzed for their topics using the automated topic modeling approach described (Ahonen et al.,
1998). As stated previously, the corpus was analyzed and limited to only sentences where MPB is
evident, using mountain pine beetle and Dendroctonus ponderosae as terms, with sentences prior
to and after a given MPB sentence kept for analysis, with the texts then assessed for their
coherence scores using LDA. Figure 5b shows the result of this, showing that topics were more
coherent or have a higher coherence score when far fewer topics are assessed (at about 10 topics;
Figure 6). In other words, coherence modeling on a more limited corpus showed far fewer topics
than assessing the overall corpus, where 10 topics scored a relatively high score (0.37). The
decline in the coherence score was consistent, whereas the entire corpus showed a general trend
but also showed greater variability in consistency of an increasing coherence score. The more
limited and focused MPB-based search was more reliable in its coherence scoring, indicating that
texts were more focused in topic coverage when MPB was searched.

Insert Figure 5 here

Figure 5. Coherence modeling scores (a) for the entire corpus and the more limited (b) search on
mountain pine beetle sentences, including sentences before and after mountain pine beetle terms
was mentioned.
Insert Figure 6 here

Figure 6. Intertopic distances for 70 topics from the latent Dirichlet allocation results on the entire
corpus. The results show the relationship of topics to each other (by distance) and variety of topics.

Applying the same visualization on the relevance of topics and their associated terms on a
more limited 10 topics demonstrated several notable results (Figure 7a). First, topics 2, 3, 5, and
8 are the most similar to each other, showing that within the 10 topics there were similarity and

overlap in coverage. Topic 1 had the largest composition of the top terms (Figure 7b), where the
tokens, that is the terms, were at 34%. Not only do we see mountain, pine, and beetle appearing
frequently, as to be expected, but terms such as bark, area, outbreak, fire, insect, and control were
among the most common. These terms appeared across multiple topics. To further capture relevant
terms and strengthen the LDA approach, HDP was applied. As discussed previously, the LDA
and HDP terms, for the first ten topics, were combined. Table 2 reflects the integration of LDA
and HDP terms found for the top ten topics, which had the highest coherence score, and the fifteen
highest scored terms found using LDA and HDP methods. Terms directly related to MPB (i.e.,
mountain, pine, beetle) were removed from the table, as those terms were expected to be high in
number. The ten topics are given names that relate to their terms in Table 2. This was done by
having the authors jointly agree on the relevant titles of the terms. While this is subjective, it
enabled an understandable topic reference to reflect the subject areas covered by the combined
terms.

Insert Figure 7 here

Figure 7. Intertopic distances (a) for 10 topics from latent Dirichlet allocation results on the more
limited mountain pine beetle search and highlighted (b) common terms from Topic 1, which had
the most top terms in results.
Insert Table 2 here

4.2 Topic Modeling of Sub-Documents
The next step in the analysis was taking the terms from the topics and looking at the tf-idf trends.
As stated, we sought to understand temporal change of identified terms within topics, determining
which terms have likely become more important recently or were of greater use in earlier periods.
Rather than simply taking the top terms, which may have been clustered around a few topics, top
terms associated with the ten most common topics were selected. In this case, we chose terms
related to key events, actions, or outcomes that relate to concerns on a given MPB topic. Finding
relevant terms that related to given behaviors or outcomes and looking at them across time
indicates where focus had been among the government-related literature (Popescu et al., 2011).

Figure 8 shows results of tf-idf analysis on the following terms that were among the most common
and reflective of events, actions, and outcomes: disease, fire, infestation, mortality, outbreak,
attack, treatment, control, and management. These terms potentially intersect multiple categories
but reflect relevant interests in ecosystem disturbances and ways to prevent or mitigate these
disturbances. The terms were chosen because linkages of outcomes, actions, and ways to address
MPB reflected ecological disturbances that link to policy; these linkages reflect key concerns for
policy that could aid in better focusing where resources are needed by decision-makers (Polasky
et al., 2011).

Insert Figure 8 here

Figure 8. Selected term frequency-inverse document frequency scores over time.

Terms such as disease and infestation demonstrated less prominence in texts over time,
while fire generally increased, although fluctuations were evident. In fact, fire had generally
become among the most common topic-based term for documents after 2000. Mortality and
treatment also became more of a focus in recent time intervals, whereas they were almost never
discussed in documents prior to 1960. The term outbreak was relevant in documents prior to 1970,
but the term declined in relevance in documents, while then increasing in tf-idf score after 2000.
Interestingly, disease had declined the most in relevance across time.

4.3 Federal Agencies and Congressional Documents
Another way documents were assessed was by dividing them into relevant categories, based on
the type of government documents available from the public data. Two of the major categories
among all documents were federal agencies (e.g., Department of Interior; 650 documents out of
the 1416 documents) and congressional documents (651 documents), which together made up the
vast majority of documents. Other categories of documents, such as Government Accountability
Office reports, Legal News, and White House documents, represented far smaller categories that
could not be adequately assessed without significant gaps in the record over time. In other words,
there were periods of significant temporal gaps for these three categories. Figure 9 shows the tfidf scores for federal agency (a-c) and congressional (d-f) documents on the same terms as Figure

8.

Insert Figure 9 here

Figure 9. Federal agency (a-c) and congressional (d-f) term frequency-inverse document
frequency scores for selected terms over time.

For federal agency documents (Figure 9a-c), results indicated a large increase in focus on fire
since 1960, although the focus peaked around 2010. Disease and infestation increased since 1960,
but they peaked around 2000 and 1995 respectively. In fact, all terms analyzed increased after
1960, although the peaks for the tf-idf scores varied. For congressional documents (d-f), some
general trends appear similar but the tf-idf values were different. One notable result was the term
control, which seemed to be a key focus from 1975-1979, before then declining; this was notable
because this term was not as prominent for federal agency documents. Outbreak was a term that
showed overall increase, with a peak between 2010-2015; mortality peaked at 1990-1994.
Another way to analyze these results, and determine key differences, was to look at term
relationships across time. Looking at correlations in terms assessed, Tables 3-5 shows Pearson
product correlations coefficients (r) for federal agency, congressional, and federal agency and
congressional terms respectively. Overall, the only r values over 0.7 between federal agency and
congressional terms pertained to the terms fire and control. On the other hand, many more strong
correlations were noted when investigating only congressional or only federal agency terms. For
instance, federal agency documents showed a relatively strong correlation (r=0.91) for
management and disease. Similarly, disease and infestation were strongly correlated in
congressional documents. In effect, results showed that congressional and federal agency
documents often did not correspond closely in topic coverage at a given time interval assessed;
however, a number of terms within document-type (i.e., federal agency or congressional
documents) did.

Insert Table 3 here

Insert Table 4 here

Insert Table 5 here

Additionally, we chose to look at temperature as a keyword, as it served as term that sometimes
appeared in relation to text with MPB (Figure 10). Other terms, such as climate, or even climate
change, were far less frequently used. The term temperature served as an indication of how often
weather-related terms came up in discussions where MPB was a focus. Figure 10a shows the
overall trend of temperature for all documents, while (b) and (c) reflect federal agencies and
congressional documents, respectively. Overall, there was an increase in treatment of temperature
in more recent periods, particularly after 2000. In 1990-1994, interestingly, there was a spike in
discussion on temperature, after which it declined and then increased again from 2000 but
declined in documents from 2015. For congressional documents, only after 2000 was there a larger
increase in tf-idf scores on temperature. Overall, congressional documents had the highest score
in relation to temperature.

Insert Figure 10 here

Figure 10. The term frequency-inverse document frequency scores for temperature over time for
all mountain pine beetle documents in the corpus (a), federal agency, (b) and (c) congressional
documents.

5. Discussion

5.1 Benefits of Approach
Policy analysis related to ecological disturbance is a complex undertaking. While searching for
terms in policy documents is a relatively trivial process, providing context to such terms and
understanding how this context changes over time present various theoretical questions (i.e., how
to define context?) and technical challenges (i.e., how to measure and track context dynamics?).
Conventional content analysis approaches steeped in qualitative reasoning of key terms and their
appearance throughout documents have the potential to provide rich insights into ecologically

related policies, but are subject to a narrow scope of analysis due to the need to provide key terms
to search a priori, and because qualitative approaches are limited in terms of being able to connect
multiple key terms to each other and over time.
Our study provides a step in overcoming these limitations by combining topic modeling
with tf-idf analysis, where it has shown potential in understanding discourse in relation to policy
analysis. In particular, topic modeling, such as using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and
hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP), helped identify key topics and associated terms that
appeared frequently and together in wider discussions within a set of policy documents. This
informed us as to what terms were worth investigating further without prior knowledge. These
discovered terms also show potential topics or themes of discourse, demonstrating where the US
government has been focused in relation to MPB. The analysis could then be carried further by
investigating some notable terms from the topic modeling results. This then included using tf-idf
to investigate the significance of specific terms across time, and enabling statistical relationships
for terms with other terms in given document types, including categorizing documents further into
groupings such as congressional and federal agency documents to see where variations in
discourse are evident.
The results from this study demonstrate that mountain pine beetle (MPB) is discussed in
relationship to multiple key terms when examining the entire corpus of government-related
documents. This is expected as MPB, like many ecological disturbances, appears in the ecological
discourse related to forest health (e.g., succession), biophysical processes (e.g., watershed
hydrology), and other natural disturbances. Similarly, MPB is often used in the social discourse
surrounding public safety (MPB-infested trees are considered hazards when falling after
mortality) and social values (e.g., whether or not to cut trees to mitigate further MPB outbreaks).
While these findings provide useful insights, we were able to elicit more specific findings
by narrowing the analysis to only sentences that incorporated MPB, including sentences nearby,
which greatly reduced the topic coverage of documents. From these, relevant terms to policyrelated areas, including fire, outbreak, disease, infestation, management, and control, among
others, emerged as important terms that often occurred between different topics. The connection
to these terms demonstrates the focus of government policy documents on MPB mitigation
through methods of management and control, potentially in order to reduce risk to secondary
disturbances such as wildfire. These findings are echoed in the topic modeling and coherence

scores, which suggested ten topics as a reasonable number of topics covered. These topics are
related to: outbreak area, tree mortality, research and services, management, infestation, outbreak
control, fire, insect control, outbreak factors, and tree populations.
Using the topic modeling and coherence scores results, we were able to determine an
increase over time in focus on terms related to fire, mortality, and treatment. Such findings are
important because they demonstrate how our methods are able to track the frequency of terms
over time as they relate to what is being discussed in government documents. Nelson et al. (2016)
report that research on the relationship between fire and MPB outbreaks significantly increased
starting at the turn of the century, mostly due to an increase in government funding to examine
this relationship, and there has been increased concern that MPB attacked forests would be far
more susceptible to catastrophic wildfires. Consequentially, the concern over increasing fire
frequency following MPB outbreaks has led to a significant increase in forest treatments to
mitigate MPB spread. The USFS has, in fact, proposed and implemented a number of projects
designed to reduce forest susceptibility to uncharacteristic disturbance events—including both
insects and wildfire (Six et al., 2014, Bobzein and Alstyne, 2014). The widespread promotion and
use of such treatments is relatively recent, as many forests have demonstrated departures from
historic disturbance patterns since the late twentieth century. Furthermore, while climate change
had not been commonly applied in associations with MPB in our results, temperature had become
more prominent in the MPB-related literature. The findings on temperature are notable as warmer
temperatures in recent decades are directly attributed to increased incidence and severity of MPB
outbreaks (Raffa et al., 2008).
Other noteworthy results show that federal agency and congressional discourse, or at least
the use of similar terms by these government entities, often did not correspond closely in time
(fire and control being an exception), suggesting that discourse between different branches of the
government often had different interests. Terms such as infestation and disease were often
discussed together in congressional documents, as an example, but they were not clearly discussed
across some branches of the government. This could suggest different priorities by different parts
of the government, or simply that different terminology is employed among agencies, which in
itself would call for a reconsideration of the shaping of ecological disturbance discourse in
government. Overall, the US government showed more interest in areas of more immediate
concern, such as fire and disease, in contrast to long-term problems in MPB outbreaks. It was also

concerned with management of resources as they were affected by outbreaks, which was expected,
in particular where funding would be a key issue.

5.2 Limitations
Data limitations of the work included the scope being focused on by government-related
documents. Ideally, work that incorporates the academic literature as well as government literature
would be a better way to demonstrate linkages between MPB outbreaks, research, and policy. We
attempted to procure research publications but paywalls by journals limited this possibility. As for
the methods, the main limitation was the topic modeling deployed still required subjective
interpretation, mainly with the term associations and topic designations. Additionally, LDA and
HDP apply what is called a bag-of-words approach, which means sentence structure is largely
ignored and words were treated as one grouping that disregards word order or grammatical
elements (Zhang et al., 2010). Potentially, a method investigating sentence structure could be
useful to determine cases where false positives for topics may skew the strength of topic and term
associations. Furthermore, topic models were generally static, requiring significant modification
to make them more easily usable for finding topical differences within various segments of the
corpus. While we attempted to address this, in part, through tf-idf and by narrowing the search to
MPB sentences, more dynamic interpretation could be beneficial in cases that can better analyze
different segments of text over different time or relevant intervals. Despite these limitations,
overall the terms found proved to be relevant to MPB and the fact that they emerged from the text
rather than depended on expert knowledge made the overall approach useful for researchers and
analysts interested in determining term and topic relevance for ecological issues.

6. Conclusions
Our overall results demonstrate the utility of the semi-automated content analysis approach
presented here in providing key insights into relevant topics of policy discussion while also
allowing an analysis of important shifts in discourse over time. This method should be seen as a
complement, rather than a substitute, for non-automated methods that attempt to more fully
interpret the narratives embedded in policy discourse. The semi-automated method we introduce
is particularly useful for drawing out broad patterns of association, narrative clusters, and overall

trends from very large amounts of text (larger than would generally be analyzable using fully nonautomated methods). The interplay between computing capabilities and the judgments of human
analysts allows for the production of findings that are both meaningful and quantitatively robust.
The case of MPB policy demonstrates the applicability and value of these methods to an issue of
particular scientific and managerial importance.
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